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A self-ligation bracket system demonstrates fewer office visits and shorter treatment times compared to twin bracket systems with elastomeric ties. A study comparing two samples of consecutively started patients.
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In-Ovation®, a self-ligation bracket system demonstrates fewer office visits and shorter treatment times compared to twin bracket systems with elastomeric ties. A study comparing two samples of consecutively started patients.

by Straty Righellis, DDS

**Introduction**

In 2007 only 18% of United States orthodontists used self-ligation brackets exclusively in treating orthodontic patients. While changing bracket systems in an orthodontic office can be disruptive during the transition, when the treatment results are analyzed, the benefits to the patients and the practice have been shown to be enormous!

The results of this study support the change from elastomeric ties with twin brackets to a self-ligation bracket (In-Ovation® R). The change in bracket systems proved to be positive for both my patients and the practice. The patients benefited from a reduction in chairtime per visit, fewer office visits, and shorter treatment time than originally estimated with conventional pre-adjusted wide twin brackets. The qualitative analysis of the results, using the ABO grading system, showed high-quality treatment outcomes as well.

Self-ligation in general has always made intuitive sense to me. Removing and replacing elastomeric ties is time consuming. In addition, the force level reduction with elastomeric ties after wire placement is inefficient, requiring frequent patient office visits.

Previous self-ligation bracket systems had the problems of not functioning predictably, inefficient self-ligation mechanisms, and/or ineffective positioning of the teeth when compared to the twin brackets used at that time.

While there are many self-ligation systems in the marketplace, I selected GAC’s In-Ovation R (Fig. 1) with its compound contoured base, center of slot in the center of the base, and interactive clip. This interactive feature allows smaller wires to work in a relatively friction-free environment during the leveling stages, allowing for rapid tooth movement. As the interactive clip engages into the archwire, control of angulation and inclination of the teeth can easily be achieved.

(Fig. 1)

Small, round wire (left image) show relatively friction free wire-slot interaction. As wire sizes gradually increase (right image), earlier interaction begins to control inclination and angulation of the individual teeth.
This control is critical for optimal tooth positioning in, for example, an extraction case. This unique passive-interactive feature of In-Ovation R simply has the best of both worlds, relative passiveness in the early stages of tooth movement and interactive or active features for precise control of tooth positions earlier in orthodontic treatment than with totally passive self-ligation systems. In addition, this bracket system maintains the unique bracket slot-base features.

This study demonstrates that In-Ovation R works more efficiently with less chairtime per office visit, fewer office visits, and shorter treatment times. In addition, treatment outcomes are of high quality.

Method and Materials
The sample for twin bracket system with elastomeric ties consisted of 88 consecutive patients started in January, 1997. The In-Ovation R self-ligation system sample consisted of 97 consecutive patients started in January, 2004. Exclusion criteria included transfer in-out patients, impacted cuspids, adults, and partial treatment cases. Sample similarities were the same operator, diagnostic protocol, and identical bracket prescription - .022 Base Rx with same bracket slot-base features as in original Andrews design. Pre-treatment and post-treatment photos using In-Ovation R are shown (Fig. 2, 3, and 4) to demonstrate the author’s goals in tooth positioning for functional occlusion, dento-gingival aesthetics, and facial balance.6,7,8,9,10,11

The data for treatment efficiency was collected by the author and the ABO measurements for treatment outcomes were scored and graded independently by Dr Chad R. Sears. The grader was calibrated by viewing the ABO’s instructional DVD.

---

*(Dentsply Sirona Orthodontics Base Rx has prescription values that are equivalent to the Roth prescription. ROTH is a registered trademark of Roth Licensing, LLC. All rights reserved.*
Hypothesis
With In-Ovation R, high-quality treatment outcomes can be maintained with less chairtime, fewer office visits and shorter treatment times.

Results
ON-TIME RESULTS
91% of the cases that started were finished “on time”. The nine cases that did not finish on time were delayed either to 2nd molar impactions (2 patients), over five missed scheduled appointments (3 patients) or Class II correction challenges (4 patients).

LESS CHAIRTIME
Our timing studies show that elastomeric ties with two people (four hands) can remove and replace elastomers in 2 minutes 38 seconds, while opening and closing the In-Ovation R clips requires only one person and takes only 1 minute and 18 seconds. The efficiency of In-Ovation R clips results in savings of over one minute per patient per two archwire changes while utilizing only one staff member to do the wire change. Furthermore, if the patient is already in finishing wires, no tie removal and re-ties are needed!

FEWER OFFICE VISITS
Fig. 5 shows two fewer office visits per active case.

SHORTER TREATMENT TIMES
Fig. 6 shows a reduction in sample treatment time by almost four months!

Fig. 7 separates the sample into sub-samples: non-extraction and extraction cases. The non-extraction sub-sample, as expected, required fewer office visits and less treatment time.

Fig. 8 demonstrates in this sample an increase in non-extraction treatment solutions by 24%.

TREATMENT OUTCOME SCORES
45% of the completed cases scored less than 19 (ABO Grading System) and another 43% scored between 20 and 25. The remaining cases that scored greater than 25 usually consisted of diagnoses and treatment plans in which dental compensation was planned in patients with underlying skeletal problems—typically Class II correction.
challenges and anterior open-bite corrections that should ideally be treated with a surgical solution.

**Discussion:**

**FEWER OFFICE VISITS**

With the In-Ovation R system, the progression from flexible, small, round wires to larger, thermally activated wires (BioForce®) creates a relatively friction-free system. As wire sizes increase, the interactive clips are more efficient than elastomeric ligation because they provide a constant, continuous force which interacts with the archwire for efficient tooth movement between treatment visits.

**SHORTER TREATMENT TIMES**

Previously, cohort studies of the author’s cases over the last 17 years showed that previous diagnostic and treatment protocol changes made in office procedures reduced office visits and improved the quality of the treatment outcomes, but did not reduce chairtime or treatment time significantly.13

The interactive clip feature of In-Ovation R combined with the compound contoured bracket system allows for earlier engagement of the wire into the bracket slot for more efficient tooth movement. Tooth movement can be achieved with the gentle, constant, interactive clip mechanism, and the results are of the highest quality in a shorter period of time.

**Conclusion**

Practically, the effects of In-Ovation R have exceeded my expectations. Over the last three years my annual starts have been constant, but with the reduced chairtime, less frequent office visits, and shorter treatment times, the overall case load of active patients in treatment was reduced by 20%. The net effect amounts to one less doctor day per month.

While the bracket system change has been extremely positive, each case still requires a complete and accurate diagnosis with all diagnostic tools available.14,15,16,17 Measurable treatment goals for each and every patient must still be the standard in diagnosing and treating our patients.

**Further research to improve treatment efficiency**

While this study showed spectacular results, further improvement can be made with changes in wire sizes as we further understand the bracket slot-wire interplay. This study used similar wire sequencing in both samples. We are analyzing ribbon archwires as the spring clip engages earlier in treatment than did the elastomeric ties.
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